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It’s that time of the year again; students already getting anxious about their summer internships
and wondering if they’re well-prepared to face the selection processes. This is the time that is
ironically themost dreaded aswell as themost anticipated.We, through this special edition ofThe
Perspective, are trying to subside some their fears andconfusions, andhelpyou sail througha little
more smoothly.

This edition covers some of the most sought-after companies from the popular sectors, including
FMCG, IT, consulting, etc. With the second year students sharing their recent first-hand
experiences in the industries, along with how to prepare for the recruitment process of the
particular companies, it is bound to be an eye-opener for the students preparing for the same.
Along with being a source of abundant information that will come handy, these experiences will
help you strategize your approach according towhat specific skillset the companyyou’re aspiring
for is looking at.

These eight weeks of internship are undoubtedly one of the most important a crucial learning
experiences for an aspiringmanager. Sometimes, they teach youmore than the two years of your
business school. With a practical look at the industry and changing your outlook towards the
industry, your internship will also help you realise and gauge what is it that you eventually want
to end up doing in the long run. Stipend and location are oftenmistakenly givenmore importance
than they deserve and blind our decision and dampen our spirits. It’s crucial to understand how
to focus on the value the internship will add to you as a manager.

Apart from the invaluable internship experiences shared through this issue, we have our regular
monthly features that you enjoy. Keeping in mind the tone of the edition, we have a guest article
fromMr.Dakshdeep Singh fromPeopleStrongHRServices Pvt. Ltd., giving his insights onwhat
recruiters look for. In addition to this, we have covered the activities of the campus, and the
accolades that our students have won, bringing home immense pride.

Wehope this edition helps you calmyour nerves during this crucial anddecisive time.Weare sure
if each of you puts their best foot forward, success is inevitable. Trust in yourself and the immense
potential that you possess, and dazzle everyone around you. Know and believe you’re made for
bigger things. More than anything, stay positive.

All the best.

Until next month.

Dharna Chauhan

Editor's Note



As our new batch of 2015-‐17 is beginning to settle into the gruelling schedule of a business school,
the month of September brings what is going to be perhaps their greatest challenge during the 2-‐
year stay at IMT. Summer Internships are here and I am sure all of you have been waiting for this
since the day you stepped on campus.

Classrooms can only teach you up to a certain limit and thus internships provide a lucrative
opportunity to gain a hands-‐on experience of the corporate environment and get a first-‐hand reality
check about various work profiles, industries and companies. For students who do not have prior
work experience, it is their first step towards understanding the intricacies and challenges involved in
a job. Students with work experience can use this opportunity to the fullest by applying their prior
knowledge and combining it with newly learned business techniques in order to build a shining
career for themselves.

Talking about opportunities, the internships also provide a great platform for companies to hire fresh
talent. They are given a large pool of diligent candidates to choose from, and they can easily hand-‐
pick students whom they find suitable for their organization and job profile. IMT has been providing
excellent professionals to eminent business houses since a number of years and I am sure all of you
will help us continue this legacy.

These are trying times and all of you are bound to have certain doubts and queries in your nervous
minds. This special edition of The Perspective aims to answer all these queries and put your brain to
rest. Sifting through the pages of this edition, you will find detailed interactive accounts with your
seniors who went through the same process last year. They have shared their experiences in detail,
along with providing a number of valuable tips for your batch.

I wish you good luck for your summer internships, and am sure that you will make us proud. I will
leave you with this inspiring quote by Colin Powell;

“A dream doesn’t become reality through magic; it takes sweat, determination and hard work.”

All the best!

Ishita Kundu
Head Marketing & Admissions



Hi! I’m Aditya Ranjan. I am specializing in Marketing, and I interned with Hindustan Coca-
Cola Beverages as part ofmy Summer Internship. Prior to this, I hadworked for sevenmonths
in an IT company.

FMCGis an industry that I alwayswanted tobeapart of. It is lucrative and stabilized, andhence
it is no wonder that many marketing students aspire to be a part of it. My main reason for
choosing Coca-Cola was its big and established brand name.

I was part of a product development team there, and was involved with new product launches
during that period. There is a common misconception that when you opt for a profile in Sales
& Marketing, that you are required to go out in the field and do actual selling. This was
absolutely untrue in my case. Apart from a few market surveys, my job mostly involved
strategizing out of the corporate office.

In a company as large as HCCB, approachability is sometimes an issue. However, there was
a well-established mentor and guidance system in place. My guide and my whole team were
always ready to help me. Due to the busy nature of jobs there, the challenge lies in fixing
appointments with them. If as an effective person, you are able to do that successfully, people
are more than willing to lend a helping hand.

Since HCCB shortlists a large number of people, the interview was high pressure and highly
competitive.You are not expected to know the intricacies of sales andmarketing, however one
should be logical when answering domain related questions. Apart from that, brushing up on
communication skills and current affairs is a must, to be able to crack both the GD and the PI.
One should also try avoiding clichés and try and keep their answers differentiated. For
example, if the interviewer asks your biggest strength, you wouldn’t really stand out if you
mention – ‘hardworking’. The key to selection, in my opinion, is sounding eager, keen and
confident.



Hi! I’m Adrija Ajeya. I have done my graduation in Information Technology and have a work
experience of two years with Accenture India. I interned with Godfrey Phillips India, being
involved in their five month long summer internship program. Your main criterion, when going
for an LSIP, should be the offered work profile. While involving whatever you have learned so
far, it should also take care of what learnings you want to gain from an internship.

I worked in the marketing division. I was involved in several projects, but primarily worked on
developing an offering for a new tea brand. Theworkforce at Godfrey Phillips is generally small;
hence my team was highly visible, working closely with brand managers. The work was very
diverse, ranging frommerchandising and activations, to talking to the consumer. It also involved
a lot of traveling, especially during the first month.

Godfrey Phillips is a big player in the tobacco market. When the company’s sign up came, I was
very interested. I connected with a few seniors and researched on the profile. I also started
researching about the company, right from day one. This is a crucial aspect, as the HR and
Business Head, both sat during the interview. They expected me to be very well acquainted, not
just with the industry, but also with the company.

During the GD round, we were ten people and two panelists. The topics given, revolved around
the FMCG industry. My topic was ‘How will you market a new brand in the absence of TVCs’.
It required a lot of structured thinking. I pitched in twice, and both my points were taken forward
by the others. The nature of the discussion showed that everyonewaswell prepared on the FMCG
industry. Panelists, meanwhile, were noting down everything, from your point to your tone.
Interestingly, I was questioned on my GD points, during my PI. You should also be prepared for
out of the order questions like ‘do you smoke, and being a girl how would you adjust?’ The key
lies in portraying yourself as a perfect fit for the organization.



Hi! I’m Manubhav Goel. I interned for two months, during my summers in VIP Industries,
Mumbai. I was interning under Anindya Mazumdar, Senior Manager - Hypermarkets. Being in
marketing, I always aspired tobeapart ofFMCG/FMCD.Somychoiceof internshipwas industry
specific, rather than being company specific. VIP was a natural choice; due to their long and
amiable connect with IMT, and established brand name.

My internship involved harnessing the sales of non-applied backpacks and duffle bags in the
hypermarket channel. I was required to research on consumer behavior and analysis of
competitors likeWildcraft andAmericanTourister. It culminatedwith a final presentation toVPs
of their Sales, Marketing and HR divisions.

In termsofworkculture,VIP isverygood.Ever sinceRadhikaPiramalhas joinedas theMD, there
has been a quick transition to corporate culture. The company is growing at a tremendous pace,
and is constantly on the lookout for young and vibrant talent. As an intern, I was given complete
freedom and never discouraged from any task. For example, I was assigned a consumer research
task in theMumbai region. I expressedmy intent to also cover similar markets, such as Pune and
Bangalore. My boss supported my decision and I was sent on a 2 week company paid trip to each
location.

The selection process for VIP had three rounds, comprising of written test, GD and PI. The level
of the written test should be easy, as most of us have given CAT. It included some basic quant,
GK, English and DI. Their GD round was slightly different, as the topics given were abstract in
nature. My topic was just an encircled triangle figure drawn on the board. I had ten people in my
GD.The PIwas also a nice experience. They looked for creativity in the answers. Iwas also asked
about my favorite subject and quizzed a little on that. It is important to be conceptually clear in
the subject you choose.



Hi! I’m Nikhil Abrol. I interned with ConAgra (AgroTech) during my summers. During their pre-
placement talk, I was very impressed with the company, its work culture and their highly structured
internshipprogram.Being a student ofmarketing, itwas anatural thing forme tobe attracted towards
the FMCG sector.

My profile was in Sales. It involved analyzing the business from the perspective of a new channel,
i.e. Ready Stock Units. Generally, an Order Booking Units methodology is followed, wherein the
salesmen go, take orders from retailers and supply them the next day. In Ready Stock Units, the
salesmen keep the stock ready in their vehicle and supply to the retailers, there and then. I had to
accompany the company salesforce on field visits, observe the system and finally give my
recommendations on the same.

My exposure to the office was very limited, as I was mostly working on field. However, from
whatever little I saw of the work culture, it seemed open and relaxed. You could easily approach
anyone. My mentor was also very helpful and supportive, and I could personally approach him for
any doubts. For doing good work, it is critical for both the organization and you, to believe that the
work you are doing is adding value to the company.

My advice to the juniors would be to sign up only for those sectors where you really want to work.
And you should be realistic about the signups. For example, I was from a commerce background. I
applied to companies which would require my kind of talent. Due to my non-IT experience, I didn’t
apply for any IT companies. Also, speaking about FMCG, it certainly looks glamourous from afar,
but the job can be tough. I, personally, had to roam around in an auto rickshaw, in plus 40 degree
temperatures. For the preparation, start researching on companies as soon as you sign up, as during
the placement week you could be shortlisted and called at a very short notice. Be up to date with
current affairs and trends in the industry you apply for. Focus on the learnings of your BCPD and
BrandYousessions, as they really help. Itwouldbeprudent to take anopinion fromyour close friends
about your performance inGDs, as theywould be able to provide youwith comprehensive feedback.



We interviewed Neil Sabnis and Rishabh Verma, regarding their summer internship in Adidas.
Neil is a student ofmarketing.After graduating as an engineer, heworked for 21months in IT and
sales. Rishabh has a master’s degree in Astrophysics and has worked as a sales manager.

They both found the selection process of Adidas, very comprehensive and detailed. It is one of
the few companies that actually go through your whole profile, instead of just focusing on your
academic marks. The GD round is highly competitive. There are no time limits and people get
ample time to put their points across. The key is to not cut anyone during the GD and have a clear
thought process while putting points across. It is advisable to have an overview of the Sports
Industry and the direction it is headed in, as the topics are mostly related to that. The PI is more
character based rather than academics oriented.Theydonot require you tohave adeepknowledge
of marketing topics, but a general understanding should be there. Their questions, during the PI,
are more scenario-based, wherein they ask you to respond to a particular problem situation as a
marketer. For example, Rishabh was asked about what can be done to make the store shopping
experience better for customers? There can also be pressure questions, where the interviewers try
to guage your responses when you are out of your comfort zone. They judge you as a person and
not as a prospective intern. The key lies in being relaxed and having the ability to fit in the much
bragged about ‘Adi’ culture.

BothRishabh andNeil had high praises for theAdidaswork culture. Rishabhworked in Sales and
Operations, wherein he examined strategies for channel partners, in the coming years. Neil
worked in Retail, where he was involved in consumer behavior research. They both were
impressed with the amazing infrastructure like swimming pool and basketball court, and the
relaxed work timings. They also spoke about the frequent company sponsored parties. Their
internships concluded with a small seven minute presentation to the Directors.



Hi, I’m Sandip Tarafdar. I graduated in Biotechnology Engineering, and worked withWipro for
22 months. I interned in Becton Dickinson, a company which deals with delivery of
pharmaceuticals through medical devices like injections.

My internship mainly involved market research. The company had equipment, which was not
doing particularly well. I was expected to advise them on how to increase their share in Tier 1
markets. They were also planning on launching a new equipment in Tier 2 markets, whose
marketing strategy I was to design. My experience in biotechnology was a great help, as the
products were technical in nature. Thework environment was not that stressful, but it did involve
a lot of travel, meetingwith doctors and going to shops. I gathered a lot of quantitative data, based
on which I presented my recommendations.

If applying for pharma companies, it is prudent to knowyour industrywell. It is an industrywhere
very few people have prior knowledge, and the products are highly technical. You should bewell
versed on your background and be able to connect yourwork experience or prior knowledge,with
the company.Youshouldbe thoroughwithyourmarket researchmethods. SPSS is one toolwhich
iswidely used.Also, be open towhat is happening in and around the industry.Bookish knowledge
is helpful, in terms of the frameworks to be applied, however you will soon realize that a lot of
self-innovation is required to implement such models in real life.



Hi, I’m Swapnil Merwade. I interned with Deloitte Consulting India in Hyderabad. I am from a
manufacturing background, and it was interesting working in an IT environment and not coding.

My role was that of a functional consultant on Oracle based ERP. I worked on understanding
variousbusinessprocesses andbest practices in the IT industry and implementing them inanERP.
Specifically, I was involved in implementing the supply chain model of Dell into Oracle EBS
ERP. Then through interactions with experts, we suggested them some changes to increase their
efficiency.

The culture of the companywas very approachable. Everyoneworked together, on the same floor
and had a helpful attitude towards each other, be it buddies, mentors, partners, senior consultants
or reporting managers.

The process began with the signup. There were two profiles on offer: IM (Information
Management), which required people from the IT industry, and OPT (Oracle Package
Technologies). I got in touch with seniors who had already interned with Deloitte. This was
followed by the shortlist, GD, presentation, followed by two rounds of interviews. My advice
would be to focus and understand the role on offer, rather than just going for the brand. You also
have to tailor your GD and PI according to the company requirements and culture. For example,
a lot of aggressive people were rejected during the GD round, as Deloitte didn’t find those traits
suitable in candidates. They also have various mechanisms in place to ensure that the GDs don’t
become fish markets.



The Goal, by Eliyahu Goldratt, is a story about a young, upwardly mobile executive named Alex Rogo who
personifies the profile of a large number of typical people involved in business administration. With an
engineering undergraduate degree and an MBA, he is married and has two school-age children. Alex began
his career at UniCo fifteen years ago as a project engineer under the supervision of Bill Peach. Peach has
ascended the corporate hierarchy, and attained the positionof divisionmanager. Alexnowworks underPeach
as a plant manager of a manufacturing factory in Bearington, his home town.

In order to control prices, UniCo'smanagement has become increasingly efficient at reducing costs in several
operational areas. Alex's plant also shares some other not-so-complimentary common traits with real-world
organizations. He has orders ‘twomonths behind scheduled delivery date’. He has over $20million in unsold
finished goods inventory sitting in a local warehouse. The items that can be delivered are being expedited
through the factory with overtime and special handling involved at every step. As a result of the delivery
slippage, sales are slowing down, material costs are skyrocketing, and all efficiency metrics are heading
downward at an alarming rate. Worst of all, the division is facing an increasing cash shortage. If it continues,
the company won't be able to pay its bills, or meet its payroll.

Alex has to do something.He is politely informed that if these trends cannot be turned around in threemonths'
time, the end of the fiscal year, UniCo has no other alternative than to shut down these terminally unprofitable
operations and sell them off to the highest bidder. Alex fortunately runs in to Jonah (read the book to find out
who Jonah is), who reveals the fallacy of logic in Alex’s reasoning.

Alex learns somemore things aboutmanagingoperationswhenhe takeshis son,David, onahikingexperience
with his Boy Scout troop.

During a plant tour with Alex, Jonah notes that the composition of much of the work-in-process waiting at
each of the bottlenecks is actually non-saleable parts destined for warehouse storage. This is hidden excess
capacity. He asks about alternative methods which could be used in addition to the present processes,
addressing the old retired machines as a potential capacity source. He asks if every part actually needs to be
processed by the bottleneck; more hidden capacity. To state a few salient points, Alex illustrates specific
points that are in direct contradiction with conventional manufacturing assumptions: We should balance the
flowwith demand, not capacity. The level of activity fromwhich the system is able to profit is not determined
by individual potential but by some other constraint in the system. Activating a resource and utilizing it are
not the same.Anhour lost at a bottleneck is anhour lost by the entire system.Anhour savedat anon-bottleneck
is worthless. Performance of an operation should be evaluated by its bottom line. Looking back at the process
that the plant went through in order to achieve its present state Alex and his team identify the following five
primary steps of the improvement process: Identify the systemconstraints.Decide how to exploit the system's
constraints. Subordinate everything else to the above decision. Elevate the system's constraints. If in the
previous steps, a constraint has been broken, return to Step 1, but do not allow inertia to cause a system's
constraint. The unlearning process is beautifully captured in the novel as Alex learns to draw insights from
his daily activitieswith his family aswell as in the plant.This novel is of great significance to anymanagement
professional who faces operational efficiency challenges and a must read for all management students.

Book Review

The Goal - Eliyahu Goldratt
- By Aniket Vaidya



‘Scent of a Woman’ is a story depicted from the view of a milquetoast, financially struggling New
England prep school student, Charlie Simms, who takes a job to work over the Thanksgiving break
looking after the needs of a loud, cantankerous, blind former Army lieutenant colonel named Frank
Slade. Unbeknownst to Charlie, Frank aims to take advantage of his caretaker daughter and her family
who are tending to him being away by getting away himself to New York City, where he aims to live
one last weekend in style, dining on the finest foods, smoking the best cigars, imbibing the most
whiskey, and enjoying the company of women. Frank is certainly a handful, though a bigger problem
is weighing Charlie down, as he is put in the unenviable position of tattling on his fellow classmates
who've committed a prank that blemishes a fancy car, aswell as the ego of the snooty school headmaster
named Trask who it was given to. Not doing so will not only jeopardize his chances of getting into
Harvard, but also result in his likely expulsion from the school altogether.

The first big knock against Scent of a Woman is its gratuitous length. Films that run 157 minutes are
often epics, such aswarmovies, eye-candyblockbusters, and adaptations of great literaryworks. While
Martin Brest is certainly a solid director, and he does manage to keep the look and feel of the film slick
and entertaining, his story is teeming with moments that are either meant to be cute, or which go on far
past their value to the overall story. The screenplay by Bo Goldman ,loosely adapted from an Italian
comedy, Profumi di Donna, is rife with well-meaning artificiality, not the least of which is the entire
premise ofCharlie's predicament being onewhich no institution, nomatter howbull-headed the faculty,
would ever subject students who may or may not have been eyewitness to a prank would ever do,
especially in the way it all plays out in the end, where these students are grilled in the hot seat in front
of all their peers.

Of course, as movies like these go, the blind man can see far more than anyone else in the film in terms
of how the world works, and his sage wisdom to Charlie has a profound effect on the lad, who begins
to care enough for the old coot to try to thwart his efforts on ending his life at the end of his weekend
binge. And we can feel just how heavy the burden of Frank's life is as he flips the charisma off like a
light switch, loweringhisgazeandstaringoff intonothingness, all thewhileThomasNewman'smaudlin
score practically gets down on its knees and beseeches us for our unwavering sympathy.

While the film contains some farfetched cutesy set pieces, such as Frank wooing a young woman by
teaching her a tango in a posh restaurant (how did the band know just what to play?), and Frank driving
a Ferrari at breakneck speeds through what appears to be the least populous street in any city (not to
mention, hairpin turns), the already extended plot comes completely unraveled by its manufactured
ending, which features the egregiously unlikely sight of a mock courtroom proceeding interrogation of
Charlie and a fellow classmate on who and what they saw on the night of the setting of the prank.

Movie Review

Scent of a Woman
- By Harmandeep Singh



If that weren't bad enough, the 'deus ex machina' is employed, as the headmaster allows for what
appears to be themost liberal amount of grandstanding tomake a case sincePacinodid it . Youwould
think that any man threatening to burn the place down with a flamethrower might call for the
headmaster or his judicial committee to try to curb the bombast of his rhetoric a bit.

Scent of aWoman is shotwell, and features somedecent acting performances, but it is the hackneyed
script and direction that seems to be playing to the crowd, pushing every mawkish button to either
make audiences smile or frown on cue. Approaching the three-hour mark, the story is too frivolous
in its essence to justify this much time spent, only seeming deep thanks to Frank's assertion that he
is going to 'blow his brains out' at the end of his weekend of hedonism. Meanwhile, Charlie's moral
wrangling over being a stoolie barely merits any exposure as a critical plot point (his answer to the
question of what he saw is, "I just couldn't say," which is supposed to make us believe that willful
deceit, rather than a blatant lie, is the acceptable course of action), and such notions as it being the
end of his life too are just too overblown to stomach in such an overreaching,meandering script. We
learn next to nothing about women, about life, or really what the point of the movie is about other
than that you're flawed, I'm flawed, the world is all flawed, so let's just give each other a pass. If this
is the kind of lesson that rouses our future leaders into a standing ovation, we're all screwed indeed.

“So long as there’s a jingle in your head, television isn’t free.” ~Jason Love

“If time and space are curved, where do all of the straight people come from?” ~Author
Unknown

“People who don't take risks generally make about two big mistakes a year. People who do take
risks generally make about two big mistakes a year.”

― Peter F. Drucker

“Imagination was given to man to compensate him for what he is not; a sense of humour to
console him for what he is.” ~Francis Bacon

"Gods are fragile things, they may be killed by a whiff of science or a dose of common sense." -
Chapman Cohen

“Logic is the excuse you keep giving yourself in order to not feel guilty, about not manifesting
your dreams into reality. It’s time to look up at the stars, from the forts we’ve built ourselves in.
It’s time to unleash the animal within” –Parmita Tandon

“Sometimes, when chaos burns like wildfire around us, we have no other choice but to fall in
love with the warmth.” –Christopher Poindexter

"Didn’t kill you in my book. Only made you suffer with the worst words.
Now you know why punishments are also called sentences."
– Amrit

Quote - UnQuote



Hello friends. I am Himanshu Jamwal. I interned with Wipro presales marketing. I have lived in
varied places like Assam, Chandigarh and Delhi and I did my engineering in Delhi. I worked in
Infosys Mangalore for two years where I worked for the ‘Apple’ account specifically, core
applications. The reason I shared these things are because they helped a lot during my internship
interview. At Wipro I was a member of the global infrastructure team and worked in bid
management. My main task was to bring the entire bid portfolio to Wipro based on which the IT
functions and a lot of other functions worked. I was assigned a buddy and one of the first things
Iwas toldwas that socializingwithmanagers, VP, team leadswas very important.My basicwork
was to estimate the cost that the client incurs, work on business case framework a tool made for
Wipro to estimate the costs of the client based on which the bid can be prepared. It also helped
assess competition fromother competitors. Itwas a very competitive and fiercely dedicated team.
The team had worked across the world in every possible location like the US, Europe, Australia
and many more and had presented to clients and those experiences were a great learning for me.
I was very nervous but equally excited when Wipro came and my name was announced in the
shortlist. In my group discussion round my topic was regarding “Usage of mobile phones in
school” which was a little tricky. Never be pessimistic about the topic. Companies don’t usually
prefer it. Try to gauge the direction in which the GD is going and adjust accordingly. Try not to
lose your cool and try to keep the group from turning into fish market. A lot of questions in my
interview were about the projects I worked on during my time at Infosys and about social media
marketing which I was able to answer convincingly.

All the best juniors. I am sure you will come out with flying colours.



Hello everyone. I amJayant Parasramka. I internedwithDEShaw.Finance formewas something
that I was always interested in. It was an interest inculcated from my own family. My dad was a
businessman, since my childhood days I was introduced to stock markets and it fascinated me.
Still, going to DE Shaw, where I primarily worked in Hedge funds was something new to me as
it is quite different from what traditional finance businesses do. So I was determined to get into
DEShawand luckily itworkedoutwell forme.You learn a lot about exoticproductswhichpeople
trade on, trading schemes and a lot of things like that. These are things you generally don’t get to
know in classes. Dress casually but work formally, this was mentioned in my offer letter and this
is something that epitomises their work culture. There were no restrictions there. You couldmeet
your superiors like managers or even the associate director who was the highest level of point of
contact in the office. You are given work and responsibilities like any other employee and they
do not differentiate between an intern and a regular employee, which was very encouraging. My
interview was more like a discussion which started with my past experiences then moved to
finance and they tried to evaluate me on my thought process. Though the interview went on for
nearly an hour it didn’t feel like it, as it was like having a discussion. Even their work culture is
similar where completion of work assigned is the only thing they expect and there is no hierarchy
as such.My advice to juniorswould be to try and knowwhat your strengths are and leverage them
in the best way possible and you will be the best.

Hello everyone. I amPriyaGoel. I earnedmybachelor's degree in investment and financing from
the University of Delhi. Before joining IMT I worked in Standard and Poor’s in Gurgaon. I
interned with Goldman Sachs in Bangalore .The best part of working in Goldman Sachs was that
itwas a verywelcoming company. Though Iwas there for only twomonths as an intern theymade
me feel like Iwas part of theGoldmanSachs family. Iwas treatedmore like an employee and even
mypositionwas summer employee. Itwas a great learning curve there forme as I got toworkwith
and attend a lot of calls with analyst associates and VPs in global locations. All that I needed was
a basic understanding of concepts. One of the best things about interning in Goldman Sachs was
that they had a very structured training program where they taught me everything from scratch
and that is something that helps me even today. Investment banking is a very challenging but
gratifyingwork.When you value a firm, and you know that it is because of you that a firm is being
acquired,mergedor sold, it is anunbelievable feeling.Tobeapart of investmentbankingyouneed
to stay updated with all the current happenings in the relevant fields as it involves finance
economics and lot of other related fields. One thing that you should remember is that it is very
important for you to enjoy what you dowhen youwork in investment banking otherwise it might
become very stressful and difficult for you. So cracking an interview is very easy as long as you
enjoy your work and make sure you are a good organisational fit.



Hi everyone. I am Priyanka Thaman. I earned both my bachelors and masters in commerce from
Narsee Monjee, Mumbai. I am in the final stages of my CA course and will complete it soon. I did
my internship with the Royal bank of Scotland. RBS had a very interesting selection process. In the
first round they had a written examination based on which there was a shortlist was released. The
second roundwas thenan interview inwhich theygaveusa situationon the spot andwehad toquickly
assign roles to ourselves and justify the reason for choosing that particular role, what we would do
and how we would react in that particular situation. In the third round, which was the personal
interview, a lot of questionswere asked aboutmyprevious experiences, the challenges faced in them
and how I handled it. There were a lot of interesting questions asked and a lot of on the feet thinking
was required to tackle them. Presence of mind is something that is an absolutely must in these
situations. For example, I was asked a question about loopholes in SEBI and how I would plug or
tackle them, and though I was not entirely sure about the answer I was able to manage to answer it
pointing out how as a CA it helps to know about the loopholes as it helps us reduce taxes for our
customers.Another thing that you shoulddo is to try andknowabout the profile you are beingoffered
and learn andget to knowabout it. Iwas offered a profile inmarket risk so Imade sure Iwas confident
about the basics and knew everything about it. Even after joining as an intern, I constantly updated
myself using the learning tools that they provided from time to time. In your interview, be confident,
express your inclination towards the job and company by asking meaningful questions and you will
be good to go.



Hi everyone. I am Akshita Mohite. I did my internship withWhirlpool of India Ltd in Pune. The
project I was assigned with dealt with improving distribution and market share in Pune and the
places around it. The function Iwas givenwas sales.My jobwas divided into three parts. The first
part was basically to engage with active dealers. The second part was all about triggering the
dominant ones, and thereby increasingWhirlpool’s footprint in the region, and the third part was
analyzing and interpreting all the data that we had gathered. One of the key takeaways was that
one should not avoid a sales profile because it goes a long way in helping your career. The
company expects you to be a sales manager and perform well before they consider you for a
marketingmanager position. The second key takeaway is that you are no longer the consumer but
part of a companyandhence it’s of utmost importance that youmake it a habit to notice everything
that happens around you even if it seems insignificant at that time because itwillmatter at the end.
Read relevant articles in newspapers and keep yourself updated as it will be very crucial for doing
well in your personal interview. Go through the company’s profile and their vision and mission,
align your answers accordingly and try to differentiate yourself from the rest of the competition.
Try to remaincalmandcollectedanddon’tgive in topressureespeciallyduringgroupdiscussions.
Try to give relevant points and initiate the discussion. Concentrate and make sure you listen to
others and look at the direction the GD is heading and do course correction if necessary. Keep
these things in mind and remain calm and focused and you will do really well. All the best.



Monthly Feature

“Hear, hear – Arcus is here!” Uh, whaaa...umm!? Oh, I just dozed off for a bit, can’t find any sleep
these dayswith you children coming in at odd hours asking for fried rice, chicken rolls andwhat not!
(It is not your neighbourhood diner, just a humble canteen, remember?)
To add on to my misery (and sleepless nights), these dimwits are carrying out renovation work (to
makeme lookmore young and savvy for you lads) for me in scorching summer, oh my! All the dust
and dirt just takes a toll onmy poor lungs, but obviously looking good ismore important than feeling
good; that’s how your generation goes, right?
Just the other day, as Iwas beginning to slip intomy afternoon slumber (that iswhen you get themost
amazing dreams); a bunch of you, all decked up in crisp shirts and trousers rushed up to me and
ordered a humongous lunch (that jazzed up Mess of yours cannot provide a decent meal now, can
it?), grumbling on about the never-endingDBYsessions.As I observed themhog and slurp andburp,
I couldn’t help butwonder about thewonderful value addition to their young, turbulent personalities.
I have been here since a long time; when ‘BBC’ was still ‘Basketball Court’ (although he simply
adores his new, dapper name), when the ‘NewAcad’ had not been born, andwhen ‘hey’ hadn’t been
replaced by ‘what’s up, dude’! Last weekend, two guys stumble in at 6:00 am, order chicken salad
sandwiches (all of you just love them, don’t you?), and ramble on about how it is so difficult to come
up with a decent SOP, in order to get a nice SIP, so that it extends to LSIP, to finally get a PPI, or
even better, a PPO. You kids and your jargons! I confess, for a considerable duration of time I was
so baffled; I thought that IMT kids, being the innovative heads that they are, have come up with a
new language altogether.
Anyway, although you guys cause a lot of chaos and confusion (especially when those football
matches areon), and someofyouare also responsible for thedire conditionofmychairs; youchildren
keep things going here! And even if you don’t let me sleep, I still cherish the content look on your
sleepy faces when you sip the delicious tea made by my hard-working (clad in bright red tee-shirts,
again to appeal to you ‘happening’ people) staff. Keepworking (and partying) hard you crazy souls,
I am here to stuff you with good food.
And also, I am past that age of boasting and arguing, so I will just say that no matter what that
boisterousNescafe tells you, I am sure all of you knowwhomakes better ColdCoffee (ahem). Peace
out.



Hi I’m Swaminath Rajkumar! I had 40+ months of work experience in the automobile sector before
coming to IMT Ghaziabad. I had been working for Ashok Leyland Ltd. these previous years, but had
managed to keep a diverse work profile throughout. I worked in production, operations, quality and
sales. At IMT, I internedwith theMahindra&Mahindra Group, more specificallyMahindra Retail Pvt
Ltd., popularly known as the Mom&Me Retail. The project that I worked on was a mixture of sales,
operations and strategy with very well defined deliverables-increase in sales by x%, increase in
customer acquisition (building strategies for both sales and acquisition) and ofcourse implementing
BTL and ATL activities for the promotions of the store. My project was specific to a Mom&Me Store
in Jalandhar, and I remember one fine day wherein I had brainstormed with my superiors on how to
increase sales, what all alternative channels we can seek etc. Moreover, devising strategies wasn’t that
pen-paper based but was more of tests and trials. We would go out into the city and explore all the
possible alternative channels for sales, for example- restaurants, playschools, mini stakeholders and
prospective customers of the Mom&Me store.

As for the selection process, it starts right from the form. Mahindra seeks people who are developed as
a personality rather than people who are very specific, to say, academics; they expect people who have
an all-round capability. Then there is The Group Leadership Round, which is an unconventional GD
round that runs for about an hour, assuming an eight member panel. Each individual is given specific
caselets relating to current affairs or maybe some value based dilemma, and the decision or stand that
you’ll take if it were a real situation. All the cases will be discussed in a very structured manner and
everyone would be given a chance to speak. This round is followed by the psychometric test, this isn’t
an elimination round, but it tests what kind of a person you are, what sort of decisions you take andwhat
is yourpersonalityoverall. Sodon’t try tobluff in this test, just beyourself.With respect to the interview,
most of it was based on the form that we had filled in first stage; they stressed on each and every word
that I had filled in it, so be sure of everything that goes there. The entire selection process and internship
hasbeena learningcurve forme.Thebest thing thatyoucoulddo in this entireprocesses is tobeyourself,
for the company always sees you as a cultural match and not just a skill-set or a technical match. The
best thing about Mahindra is that, it gives you freedom to try and test new things; it wants new
opportunities, new possibilities. Moreover, they give the chance to test from various industries as well.
Given my past experience, I thought that I would be given a project in the automobile industry, but to
my surprise Iwas given one in the retail sector. But, it was actually challenging and exciting as I applied
some of my learnings from the automobile sector in the retail one, and vice versa.



Will the Dragon Gulp the World?
- By Alankar Ghatak

In the past fewmonths China has been at the forefront ofmultiple economic distresses, whichwill have
serious repercussionson it and the entireworld economy.After threedecadesof sustainabledoubledigit
growth rate, the Chinese economy has started to lose its steam. Growth has fallen down to 7% in
subsequent quarters. The Shanghai composite crashed and the index lost a third of its value after rising
150% in the previous 12 months. The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) had no other alternative than to
cut interest rates, infuse liquidity in the stock markets and then devalue the Yuan by 4% in order to
support its exports.
For the past five to six years, China has seenmind blogging investment in both public and private front.
Although an investment spending is better than consumption led spending, there is only somuch useful
investment than can be made in any given span of time. Over time, you expect the law of diminishing
returns to set in, and consequently, the level of investment to fall.

The impact of China’s demise in the global economy is widely understood. At its peak, China was the
consumer of 40% of global output, and its slowdown will impact the commodity exporting countries
like Brazil, South Africa, Australia, Canada and Russia. We can see the impact on the weakness of the
currencies of these countries. If China’s devaluation deepens, pressure to weaken currencies could
become particularly intense in other Asian nations that export large amounts to China or compete with
Beijing in other markets. The South Korean Won, Australian Dollar and Thai Baht, Indian Rupee, all
took a fall as investors bet China’s move could lead to further monetary easing in these nations. Many
of them have cut rates this year and could be forced to take further action in coming months.



Till the emergence of the Chinese crisis, the world economists were concerned with the Greece
bailout package, the slowdown in Europe and volatility in other parts of the globe; but as it pans out
China has a much higher exposure to global banking sector. Similarities can be drawn out between
the impending crisis and that of 2008. Some of the falls on stock markets are certainly reminiscent
of the swings seen around the time of the collapse of Lehman Brothers. The FTSE Euro first 300, a
pan-European share index, suffered its biggest one-day drop since late 2008, losing 5.4%. For
Shanghai’s composite index, the 8.5% slump was the biggest since February 2007.

The IMF has forecasted 3.3 % global growth in 2015 and 3.8% in 2016, whereas India is pegged to
grow at 7.5%. So, in spite of short term volatility in currency and stock markets, India will provide
a cushion to global investors due to its huge consumption driven economy.While the IMF raised an
alarm for other emerging economies, it said India is better placed. "In India, one of theworld's largest
commodity importers, growth will benefit from recent policy reforms, a consequent pickup in
investment, and lower commodity prices," it said.Hence, India has a goldenopportunity to gain from
the turmoil in China, and can project itself as the next big hub for sustainable growth opportunities,
provided it weeds out the various structural and political issues in its system.



Q1. For the purpose of enlightening the students who you haven’t taught, could you please tell us a little
about yourself and your journey with IMT.

My qualification includes a Post Doctorate (Funded by European Commission) PhD and MBA. I have over 11
years’ professional experience to my credit with institutions such as IMT Ghaziabad (India), University of
Liechtenstein (Europe) and American University in the Emirates (Dubai). I am currently Associate Professor
(Marketing) at IMT Ghaziabad (India) and I also head the PGDM – PT (Post Graduate Diploma inManagement
–Part Time). Apart from teaching, research and training I am part of editorial advisory positions, conference
advisory committees and made a significant contribution to the success and growth of marketing discipline. I
have24referred researchpapers,9bookchaptersand26conferencepapers. I havepresentedresearchpapers
in several reputed national / international conferences in India and abroad and also have chaired sessions in
the national and international conferences. Recently my edited book entitled Islamic Perspectives on
Marketing and Consumer Behavior: Planning, Implementation, and Control (http://www.igi-‐global.com/
book/islamic-‐perspectives-‐marketing-‐consumer-‐behavior/120081)has been published by IGI Global USA.Due
to my significant contribution I have been conferred Emerging Marketing Scholar by (Academy of Marketing
Science),2011. IwasalsotheFacultyFellowofAMAShethFoundationDoctoralConsortium,2015heldatDubai.

Q2. On a lighter note, could you please tell us a couple of things which people rarely know about you?

I am a spiritual and a god fearing person. I am follower of ISKCON (International Society for Krishna
Consciousness). I meditate every day for one hour. It balancesmy thought process and brings positive energy.
I believe in hard work, punctuality and professionalism to become successful.

Q3. You have the reputation of being one of the leading authorities on field of marketing, on campus. From
that perspective the Indian industry offers a unique insight. What, in your opinion, are the up and coming
industries we should look out for?

I will recommend previewing the following sectors:

a. Research andanalytics: As the competition in the categorieswill grow in coming years, theorganisations
will look for data and the analysis of the same to take better decisions. Research agencies will thrive
and look for talent in the coming years.

b. Media and Entertainment: Media clutter (national to regional) posing growth opportunities across the
value chain of media. Media channels to advertising agencies will look for more talent.

c. Travel andHospitality: Spending by domestic travellers in increasing it is becoming a significant revenue
generator for hotels and F&B industry. More opportunities will follow in the future.

d. E tailing: E tailing will emerge as a viable alternative by which retailing can expand its share of the pie.
FMCG, Durables, Telecommunications, Information technology and consultingwill behave in a similar
manner as it is happening now.

Q4.How has your journey been in IMT, thus far? What experiences have you cherished the most?

I joined IMT Ghaziabad in 2007. I went to Europe in 2010 to complete my Post-‐Doctoral work and came back
in 2011. I again left IMTGhaziabad by taking sabbatical leave and joinedAmericanUniversity in Emirates (AUE)
in 2013 and came back after completing my sabbatical leave in 2014. Till now the journey has been excellent
and I enjoyedmy stay here.My students remain in touchwithme even after passing out from IMTGhaziabad.

Faculty Corner

Dr. Bikramjit Rishi



Q5. Your book on “Islamic perspectives on marketing and consumer behaviour” seems like a unique
and interestingamalgamationofour religious traditions andmarketing. Could youplease throwsome
light on this?

The scarcity of marketing literature in context to Islam is the basic motivation to bring this title. Islam as
the prominent religion in the world has a major influence on the buying and consumption decisions of
the Muslim consumers. Around 23% of the world population follows Islam with different extent of
attachment and implementations of the religion and these people live in countries which are usually
knownasMuslimmajority countries andMuslimMinority countries. The rising prosperity of theMuslim
consumersand increasingpopulationof Islam isnotonlyattracting theglobalbrands toserve theMuslim
consumers but at the same time giving an opportunity to the local brands to go global. Many global
brands have already entered or planning to enter in theMuslimmajority countries andMuslimMinority
countries to attract the Muslim consumers. These brands are trying to understand, design and
implement marketing strategies by understanding the Islamic laws and norms.

Q5.Youhaveheld variousprograms for imparting skills like timemanagement, presentation skills and
interpersonal effectiveness, formanagement executives. These skills are equally relevant for budding
managers like us. Could you please share a few pointers regarding the same?

I practice the following points:

a. Set goals. Goals give your life a sense of purpose and direction.
b. Do the right things. PeterDrucker says, “Doing the right thing ismore important thandoing things

right”.
c. Practice the art of intelligent neglect. Eliminate from your life trivial tasks or these tasks which do

not have long-‐term consequences for you.
d. Learn to say NO. Such a small word – yet so hard to say!
e. Reward yourself. Even for small successes, celebrate achievement of goals.

Q6. In an effort to help the students who are preparing for Summer Internships, could you offer your
invaluable insight, on tips to sharpen our domain skills, especially with respect to marketing?

Following are tips:

1. You must know the basic fundamentals of the area in which you want to pursue your summer
internship.

2. You must have the capability to link the fundamentals to the reality. You can link it to the
organisation in which you are appearing for your summers.

3. Interview: Quite often, an interview begins with a request from the panel to briefly introduce
yourself. This is a major opportunity. Briefly say which city/town you were born and educated
in. Describe your educational qualification. Mention the college/ university that you graduated
from. Mention your subject or area of specialization if you think it will help. It is not necessary
to mention-‐ unless specifically asked to-‐ details of your parent’s occupation, or how many
brothers and sisters you have.Mention your strengths and areas of interests briefly. Finally you
can talk about your primary ambition e.g. to join and participate in the FMCG industry and to
contribute to its growth and prosperity. Try and keep the introduction to a maximum of five or
six sentences.



Hi! I am Ruthambharaa T. Hebbar and I belong to Hyderabad. I graduated as a Mechanical
Engineer from BIT Mesra and post that, worked with McNally Bharat Engineering Company
Limited as a Mechanical Associate Design Engineer.
I interned with Bharti Airtel. The company basically has seven verticals and I was into sales,
mainly online acquisition. It primarily dealt with distribution and I was handling the Delhi-NCR
region. I had a 3-day stint in Chennai, and then was back to Delhi, travelling to places such as
Vaishali, Naraina etc. on a daily basis. It used to get extremely tedious at times, but then working
hard is the only way to achieve your dreams! I was also involved in training around 180 tele-
callers, and reducing a distribution channel of four days into four hours. I was also involved in the
development of a mobile application for distribution of sim cards.
Themajor issue youwill face during the internship is connectingwith the employees and learning
the maximum you can from them. It will be difficult to get them talking at first, but once they are
convinced that you are genuinely interested in working for the company, they will be receptive.
Moreover, combine your suggestions and market research with some actual implementation
activity.
As for tips, all of you know that our college has great batch strength, so prepare well. In the GD,
it is very important to speak value. If you are someone who doesn’t speak much, start practicing
and develop a habit of discussing general topics. Also, read up about various industries in detail
and for the interview, beprepared for somequestions regarding the telecom industry.Amajor part
of my interview consisted of applying basic marketing concepts and launching a product in a
particular area of the country. So basically, do your homework, be confident, and you will surely
crack it!



Hi! I am Varsha Arvind and I was a Sales Intern at Hector Beverages. I am an Electrical Engineer and
have work experience of 18 months with Cognizant at Bangalore.
The project I was given was the expansion of Paper Boat operations in Bangalore. So, I thought that I
will have to go shopping for formals very soon; but then I realised that when you are working for an
FMCG company, the best thing you can invest in, is a good pair of sneakers! My job required me to be
on the field every single day, going to every store and literally convincing them to buy Paper Boat. My
designation was Sales Manager; a typical day would begin at 8:00 a.m. with a meeting with my sales
executives, discussing their targets, and then a market visit which would involve meeting at least 60
retailers every day.
To be honest, initially I was not too keen on joining an FMCG firm andworking day in and day out, but
a few days into the internship, I realised that I really liked what I was doing. From having lunch with
your executives at roadside dhabas to actually being able to see their growth daybyday, it is awonderful
experience.
In order to prepare for FMCG companies, the most important thing is to make sure that your CV boasts
of a number of extra-curricular activities. No one expects you to know Kotler by heart; you just need
tobeclearwithyourbasic concepts.As for theGD,brushuponyourcurrent affairs and for the interview;
just remember thatyouhave toconvince the interviewer thatyouwill beable to sell their product.FMCG
is hard work, you will have to get down and get dirty, but it is all worth it! Good luck!



Hi there! I am Aaquib Bhat and I interned with Idea Cellular Limited. My project involved increasing
the revenue and customer market share of Jharkhand. Bihar telecom circle consists of both Jharkhand
and Bihar, but my project mainly dealt with the Jharkhand region.
I had nine months of prior work experience in retail IT for Tesco. I truly believe that backed by Aditya
Birla Group, Idea is one of the best companies to work for, as it is extremely employee friendly. During
my internship, I travelled to a number of places but never faced any difficulty. All my needs were taken
care of by the company without any hassles, and in case I wanted to try something new regarding my
work, it was always encouraged.
In my view, Idea is basically looking for people who can bring something new to the table. Telecom is
a sector which is undergoing a lot of change as of now, and thus they need people who can think out-
of-the-box.
The selection process started with an aptitude test which involved general quant and English; nothing
too difficult, knowing that all of you have crackedCAT.GD comes next, for which you need to prepare
well – know about the telecom industry, read business magazines and brush up on current affairs. The
key to anyGD is to speak sense; it does notmatter how long you speak, it ismore about what you speak.
Lastly, for the interview, just be clear about your goals and if you are able to link these with the
company’s goals and convince them that you are really interested in the telecom sector, you are good
to go!



Hi! I am Sudeshna Sampathkumar and I cracked the SAB Miller internship through a case study
competition, Brew-A-Career whichwas in its first season. I am a voracious reader and this habit helped
a lot in solving the case study accurately; along with this I had a really good team to complement my
efforts.
I am a software engineer and my profile at the internship involved a marketing role with a bit of sales
exposure. I was supposed to do the audit of a celebrity campaign and was given complete freedom in
termsof the data, the number and typeof cities I decided to visit etc. Iwas directlyworkingunder a brand
manager andhewas agreatmentor, providingextremelyvaluable insights.Thebest part of the company
is that theygiveyouutmost freedomin thewayyouwant to carryout the tasks assigned toyou.Basically,
you are your own boss for a span of two months.
The marketing department at SAB is quite compact, so you are in direct contact with people holding
posts as high as the Marketing Director. You can actually go and interact with these people and share
your ideas and expectations, thus gaining immense knowledge and learning a lot about the industry as
well as the company.
For your selection process, make sure that you continuously read newspapers and magazines. Utilize
Facebook as an information tool, as the maximum amount of content today is being generated on this
platform. Any latest news which comes out is updated on Facebook within a matter of seconds. So,
follow relevant pages and stay updated. As for the GD and interview, remember to develop a point of
view about certain issues and try and attach a meaning to your statements instead of just stating hard
facts.



Whole Leadership
Dakshdeep Singh

PeopleStrong HR Services Pvt. Ltd.

In a competitive world driven by rapid social and technological change, it makes sense that
innovation will breed new jobs and growth in sectors on the cutting edge of science and
technology.Yet, that alone doesn’t explain the shift in the skills profile required for today’sworld
of work.

The way we work in every professional field is being transformed by the combined forces of
globalization, technological advancement, and new generations of talent joining the workforce.
Skilled knowledge workers are becoming more mobile, condensing the available talent pools
individual countries have to choose from,while rapid technology innovation is changing theway
we analyze business performance, market brands, communicate with customers, and deliver
products and services.

This changing nature of work from more labor intensive, low-skilled work to more knowledge
intensive and technology-enabled skilled work is contributing to significant skills shortages of
professional and technical talent — explaining why the vast majority (73%) of HR leaders feel
the war for talent still reflects today’s talent environment.

With this advent, the organisations today focus a lot on hiring differently and being unique in their
approach.Anyorganisation’s goal today is to identify and recruit best possible talent onboard and
get them assimilated within the organization’s culture and values. With baby boomers retiring,
it is the milllennials who by 2020 will represent approximately 50% of the workforce.

Destiny is not a matter of chance rather a matter of choice. Today’s recruitment scenario makes
it clear that opportunity doesn’twait for anyone but it is individual’s capability to catch or achieve
it. With the high rising competition in business and corporate sector, the task of filling up most
deserving candidates in an organization becomes very challenging. Varied methods are used by
the companies for the employment of personnel, and campus recruitment is one of the novel
methods among them. It thus becomes imperative that the organizations look out for candidates
which fall in line with the expectations of the organizations.

You're in the middle of a job interview. The hiringmanager looks up from your resume and asks,
"What are your biggest strengths?" Do you say you're passionate, organized and a team player?
Or do you play up your past leadership roles and ability to think outside the box? It turns out that,
for employers, these traits may not be the most important skills in a candidate.

A recent study by LinkedIn reveals that when it comes to interviewing and hiring early-career
professionals, employers aren't just considering their education, experience and job skills. They
are also looking for specific soft skills and personality traits.



The qualities that the employers would like stressed fall mainly under four labels: curiosity to learn,
attitude, alignment to values and entrepreneurship.

A leader shows curiosity and a willingness to learn, the willingness to challenge the status quo, and
is able to learn from practice. This is something the curriculum ought to develop.

As far as competencies are concerned, first and foremost is the curiositywhich takes a beginnermuch
higher in corporate ladder than thosewho start withwhat to do and how to domentality. Secondly
it is the ability to challenge the status quo, it is the ability to questionwhy so andwhy not the other
way...I amveryconfident that theyounggeneration today ismorecapableofquestioning than their
predecessors. Thirdly, it is the practical and experiential learning and how well one can explore
newavenues to learndifferent skill sets of their own field aswell fromvariousbusiness operations.
The objective is basically to develop business acumen in totality and the zeal to take that extra step
and effort.

Everything is embedded in the learning attitude. When you enter, you have to have the attitude to
accept ‘I don’t know’ and ‘I need to learn’ as everything is not taught at the B- School.

They should be receptive and open to direction from their seniors or leads. They should not have
mental blocks regarding what is to be done and how it is to be done.

The graduate should also be ready to understand the values which govern an organization. This is
perhaps an example of understanding the organization as a political entity, but from the broader
point of view of appreciating what drives the organization—and that too quickly.

Another very important aspect is to deeply understand the values on which the organization is
governed; each organization is different. One has to strictly adhere to values, ethics and integrity;
one cannot afford to lose any of these.

The learning curve of MBAs is shorter as compared to other entrants. The expectation is that they
understand the business model, key business processes, have product and service knowledge and
have a feel of themarket and the product by being in the field or shop floor. Thiswill help in taking
responsibility for implementation of decisions.

It is recommend that one should start the interviewpreparationwell in advance and consider howone
can demonstrate each of the attributes listed above. Whatever the role, grade or expertise you bring
to the employer, the focus will always be to look for people who love making a difference wherever
they can, using their leadership skills, and brilliant entrepreneurial skills. One should have a mind-
set that is analytical and know how to think outside the box with an urgency to learnmore andmore.



NDTV – “THE BIG FIGHT”
Somestudentsof IMThad thegreat honourofbeingapart of the audience for "TheBigFight"- anNDTV
showhostedbyMr.VikramChandra.The episodewas also airedonNDTV24x7on5th September, 2015
at 8:00 p.m. #MRRC #TheBigFight #VikramChandra

FRESHERS 2015-IMT Ghaziabad
The Student Affairs and Welfare Council of IMT Ghaziabad hosted the Freshers this year, on 1st
September. It was an extravagant evening to remember, that stretched into a colourful, musical night.
The annual management & cultural flagship event of IMT-Passion’15 was also launched on a grand
scale, with impressive lighting and laser effects. Students across all batches (first and second), came
together this day, dancing away into the night. They were united, exuberant and high on life!

Campus - Buzz



ADOHOLIC-X
It all comes down to that one spark of an idea, that one burst of creativity! ClubMarkUp organised the
event Adoholic-X , which was all about exploring the unexplored places across the globe. It attracted
all the travel freaks, wanderlusts and photography enthusiasts. They surely created a buzz on the
campus, with their road flags spread across the campus. Team ‘Axios’ was crowned as the champion,
winning a cash prize of Rs.12,000!
‘Sanjeevani’-A Blood Donation Campaign
The Make A Difference Foundation (MADF) at IMT Ghaziabad, in collaboration with Rotary Club
Ghaziabad, organised ‘Sanjeevani’-a blood donation camp on 1st September, 2015.Many students and
faculty turned up for this noble cause, and were provided with proper medical care and refreshments
thereafter.

The STAG Interactive Session- ‘The Ping-Pong Theory of Success-Branding 0-180’
The ping pong theory of success bounced right into the heart of IMT, asMr.RakeshKohli, CEO-STAG
International, had an amazing interactional session with the students from IMT Ghaziabad. The
interesting session was organised by the Media Relation and Ranking Committee of IMT. Mr. Kohli
explained how STAGwas built into a global brand across 180 countries, discussing various marketing
and branding strategies with the students. He advised them to look at every challenge as an opportunity
and not an obstacle, in order to reach greater heights.



Guest Lecture on the "Scope of Entrepreneurship & Marketing in Sports
Industry"
The Alumni Relationship Committee of IMTGhaziabad organised an interactive Guest Lecture on the
"Scope of Entrepreneurship & Marketing in Sports Industry" by Mr. Anshul Bagai, CEO & MD,
Venture Sports Pvt. Ltd.He is an alumof the 1997 batch of IMT.Himself a celebrated tennis enthusiast,
Mr. Bagai threw light on the scope for entrepreneurship and marketing professionals in the sports
industry in India.He enlisted various factors of the sports ecosystem in India, provided insight of sports
marketing and regulatory changes in it, the commercial dynamics of sports and entertainment and the
importance of merchandising. The session was very insightful and interesting, especially attracting all
the sports enthusiasts of IMT.

LOT Launch
Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress.Working together is success. This year’s
theme for The League of Titans is- Superheroes and Supervillains fighting for the ultimate battle. Each
section would be represented by a superhero or supervillain character. LOT was launched on a grand
scale. It saw various competitions such as the selfie-competition (that consisted of clicking class selfies
with the huge superhero net as the backdrop), sectional faceoffs and singing performances. It saw all
the geared up sections coming together to challenge each other in the world of sports. LOTwill witness
matches across various sports such as cricket, football, basketball, TT, volleyball, throwball etc.
#RespectAllFearNone



OPEN OUTCRY

Finnacle Investements, IMT Ghaziabad, conducted a Stock Market Game on 1st September 2015,
wherein instead of actual stocks, the teamswere providedwith letters and virtualmoney.Using these
they had to coin theword-‘Finnacle’ and each time theywould be successful in doing so, theywould
be rewardedwith 1000 extra points. Therewere 4 roundswhere the teams traded their stocks and the
winning team was that of Prateek Srivastava and Saurabh Kr. Singh.

‘The Importance of Being Earnest’ –Play by Oscar Wilde
The Cultural Committee of IMT Ghaziabad organised a play performance on 3rd September, 2015
in the new auditorium, to pay tribute to the faculty on the occasion of Teachers’ Day. The audience
loved the showandall the participating students owned the floorwith stellar performances.A tribute,
to the late Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, was also paid on this occasion.



ARTIST OF THE MONTH

Mohit Prabhakar

A student of PGDM 15-17 batch; Mohit is not your run-of-the-mill engineering graduate. The guy
published his first book ‘Letters to Juliet’ in the month of June this year. He has already started work
on his second book, which is a psychological thriller. An ardent poet and writer, let’s see what the
creative mind has to say to us:
Before asking anything else, let me congratulate you on being a published author! So, how does
it feel?
It is an amazing feeling and I feel proud that I have been able to develop myself as an author. It is a
different feeling altogether to see something concrete in your hand with your namewritten over it and
words within, that resonate your expression of life.
Having said this, I do believe that sometimes, we humans tend to give far too much importance to our
accomplishments.

When did the writing bug bite you, i.e., how did it all start?
It started six years back when I wrote my first poem. When I read it, I felt proud and I felt that sense
of achievement. Post that moment I started writing on a daily basis and then slowly it became a part
of me. It is simply amazing how you get addicted to the non addictive things in life.
But someyears down the linewhen I readmyownpoems, I felt theywerevery amateurish andhilarious
but then I realised that I have evolved. Funny.

Writing is a job that requires immense patience. Howmuch effort did it take for you to sit, write
and complete your book?
Not much. I write when I want to. I don’t force myself unless I want to let go of certain things. I am
a very impatient man and I hate to be chained to a thought or a force. I have tried towrite forcibly quite
a few times but failed miserably. Hence I do not sit and write, I write when I want to.



You are an engineering graduate, and people often say that engineers are the most unimaginative
people on earth! Your take on this?

Engineering is a field that contains more imaginative people than any other line of education. Currently
everything and anything that is around you has been made by an engineer. People
often tend to believe in the superficial definitions of imagination. Well, one can be imaginative about a
rock also. The most important thing is that in the end it should make sense.

What inspires you to write?
Women. Beauty. Life. Death.

Did you ever think of taking up writing as a full-time profession?
Yes, and rejected it with reason.
The logic I gavemyself was that if I start earning from it andmake itmy bread and butter then Iwill write
what others want me to write as it will became a case of demand and supply. I don’t like that scenario.

We have heard that you are currently writing your second book. Give us a sneak peek!
It is about a female protagonist who kills men who rape. The story is based out of Delhi NCR region and
takes on a social inequity of state of women in this misbegotten country of ours.
It is a story of blood and vengeance, a story of broken relations and struggle, to be more than life and
shallow at the same time, with bewildering twists and turns. It is about accepting the human conditions
as they are and understanding how everything around one exists. This is the story of themodern woman,
the story of The Death Whisperer.

Tell us about the writers whose works you relish reading the most.
I, as anauthorandasahumanbeing, savour thepuregold that comesoutof themindofanywise individual
(written or spoken); but Oscar Wilde, Ernest Hemingway and JimMorrison are some of the artists who
have inspired and influenced me profoundly.

We have a lot of budding writers on campus. Any tips for them?
Go live your life, experience it and then think about writing. I say this because then youwill have a story
within yourself and please do keep inmind that you canmake it interesting.Be thewriter youwouldwant
to read, not just another brick in the wall.

Leave us with one secret about Mohit.
None of the above is true and I am just as normal and timid as you all are. I pretend because I want to be
different but I knowwhat I am and who I am. But one thing I have learnt in life that I would like to share
is; being indifferent can be a way of life!




